PRO-RAIN

RAIN WATER HARVESTING SYSTEM

The Aqua Bio rain harvesting system has been specifically designed to be used for the collection of rain water that falls on a location’s roof and or paved lot. In most cases the rain water collected
will be soft water and will range from a pH of 6.5 to 7.5. This water
can be used in the wash facility for:
l

Wash water

l

Chemical mixing

l

Rinse water

l

Washing towels

l

Supply water to make RO spot-free rinse water
(based on quality)

l

Sprinkling lawns and plants

l

Flushing toilets (if an additional UV system is added)

All down spouts and lot drains should be plumbed in such a way
that the water can flow directly to the Vortex separation unit which
is the first stage in the harvest system. This separation unit will
automatically separate any gravel, sticks or leaves that may come
with the rain water. The separated contaminants will be disposed
of in the storm sewer.
Once the solids have been removed the rain water is deposited into the underground storage tank where a submersible pump is positioned to pressurize the water and send it
back to the wash facility. The system comes with a high
and low level sensor which controls the operation of
the repress pump. If low water level is reached in the
storage tank the repress pump will turn off and
the system controls will open a special electronic
valve to feed city water to devices running on
rain water. This control will prevent the repress pump from running dry and insure
that any devices running on rain water
will automatically be supplied with
No
city water.
Dangerous

PRO-RAIN HARVEST SYSTEM

This system comes with an aeration pump that sends high volumes
of air under low pressure to aerators positioned in the bottom of
the storage tank. This aeration will prevent the rain water from
developing an odor which can form in stagnant water.
Also incorporated into the rain water system is an ultrasonic unit
that floats in the storage tank water and sends out an ultrasonic
sound wave that destroys any algae that may grow in this stored
water.
A rain water collection calculation can be supplied to anyone investigating the possibility of incorporating the Aqua Bio rain water
harvest system. Contact your local equipment distributor or the
staff at Aqua Bio for your specific collection calculation. You will
need to know the square footage of the building roof and the paved
area of the property before this calculation can be performed.
To best manage costs we must first utilize the resources available to
us. Rain water has been an untapped source of water that can be
utilized in all wash facilities. The Pro-Rain Harvesting System will
supply your location with a generous supply of free water that can
be utilized throughout your facility.
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